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Blow Your Speakers
Big Time Rush

chorus

       Em
So hop in your ride 
           Bm
Roll the windows down
        C#m
Cause tonight s your night,
         Am
Get lost in the sound
      Em                    Bm  
Gotta crank the music loud
     C#m                Am
Baby blow your speakers out (Your speakers out)

verse 1
          Em
Under the strobin lights
         Bm
Feel the rhythm the rhythm
          C#m
And it ll get you right
             Am
Sweat it all out of your system
          Em
You gotta free your mind
        Bm
Let yourself unwind
                C#m
Cause it s your night night night
          Am
So get it right right right come on

pre chorus
Em
Can you feel it (inside)
Bm
It likes to go for (a ride)
C#m
I know you need it
      Am
I can see it in your eyes

chorus

So hop in your ride 



Roll the windows down
Cause tonight s your night,
Get lost in the sound
Gotta crank the music loud
Baby blow your speakers out (Your speakers out)

So hop in your ride 
Roll the windows down
Cause tonight s your night,
Get lost in the sound
Gotta crank the music loud
Baby blow your speakers out (Your speakers out)

verse 2 ( same chords)

I know you feel the heat
I see you feeling the fire
Don t worry bout a thing
Fulfill your every desire
The DJ s playing your song
So now you can t go home
Cause it s your night night night
So do it right right right come on 

pre chorus

Can you feel it (inside)
It likes to go for (a ride)
I know you need it
I can see it in your eyes

chorus

So hop in your ride 
Roll the windows down
Cause tonight s your night,
Get lost in the sound
Gotta crank the music loud
Baby blow your speakers out (Your speakers out)

So hop in your ride 
Roll the windows down
Cause tonight s your night,
Get lost in the sound
Gotta crank the music loud
Baby blow your speakers out (Your speakers out)

bridge (same chords as the verse)

(Woah Oh)
Let me hear you say
This parties never over no, no, no



Let me hear you say
Woah

So hop in your ride 
Roll the windows down
Cause tonight s your night,
Get lost in the sound
Gotta crank the music loud
Baby blow your speakers out (Your speakers out)

So hop in your ride 
Roll the windows down
Cause tonight s your night,
Get lost in the sound
Gotta crank the music loud
Baby blow your speakers out (Your speakers out) 


